(54) Title: METHODS, SYSTEMS, AND COMPUTER READABLE MEDIA FOR PROVIDING A THINKING DIAMETER NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

(57) Abstract: The subject matter described herein includes methods, systems, and computer readable media for providing a thinking Diameter network architecture. A system for providing a thinking Diameter network architecture includes a network event listener for receiving information about network events and for providing a real time or predictive view of network conditions. The system further includes a policy directed software defined network (SDN) controller for, based on the real time or predictive view of network conditions, issuing SDN commands to route Internet protocol (IP) flows to needed network elements and to instruct dynamically configurable network elements to instantiate Diameter resource instances or to allocate hardware among existing Diameter resource instances.
DESCRIPTION
METHODS, SYSTEMS, AND COMPUTER READABLE MEDIA FOR PROVIDING A THINKING DIAMETER NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
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PRIORITY CLAIM
This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial No. 61/766,099, filed February 18, 2013; the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.
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TECHNICAL FIELD
The subject matter described herein relates to providing a Diameter network architecture that is responsive to network conditions or events and that predictively responds to anticipated network conditions or events. More particularly, the subject matter described herein includes methods, systems, and computer readable media for providing a thinking Diameter network architecture.
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BACKGROUND
In current telecommunications network architectures, networks are engineered or statically provisioned for maximum capacity during peak hours. During off-peak hours, equipment is often idle. Accordingly, network resources are wasted, resulting in unnecessary capital expenditures by the network operators.

20 Even in current statically provisioned network architectures, it is desirable for the respond with policies and resource allocations that predictively respond to network conditions or events. Currently, policy directed network and subscriber management can occur based on subscriber tier. It is desirable to provide a network architecture that extends policy directed network and subscriber management to actual and predicted network conditions. Allocating network resources in response to actual network conditions may in some instances be too late to respond the conditions. For example, allocating new network resources based on current network congestion may be too late to abate the congestion. Accordingly, there exists a need for methods, systems,
and computer readable media for providing a thinking Diameter network architecture for predictively responding to network conditions.

SUMMARY

The subject matter described herein includes methods, systems, and computer readable media for providing a thinking Diameter network architecture. A system for providing a thinking Diameter network architecture includes a network event listener for receiving information about network events and for providing a real time or predictive view of network conditions. The system further includes a policy directed software defined network (SDN) controller for, based on the real time or predictive view of network conditions, issuing SDN commands to route Internet protocol (IP) flows to needed network elements and to instruct dynamically configurable network elements to instantiate Diameter resource instances.

The subject matter described herein can be implemented in software in combination with hardware and/or firmware. For example, the subject matter described herein can be implemented in software executed by a processor. In one exemplary implementation, the subject matter described herein can be implemented using a non-transitory computer readable medium having stored thereon computer executable instructions that when executed by the processor of a computer control the computer to perform steps. Exemplary computer readable media suitable for implementing the subject matter described herein include non-transitory computer-readable media, such as disk memory devices, chip memory devices, programmable logic devices, and application specific integrated circuits. In addition, a computer readable medium that implements the subject matter described herein may be located on a single device or computing platform or may be distributed across multiple devices or computing platforms.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Preferred embodiments of the subject matter described herein will now be explained with reference to the accompanying drawings of which:

Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating a thinking Diameter network architecture according to an embodiment of the subject matter described herein;

Figure 2 is a network diagram illustrating an exemplary new Diameter network according to an embodiment of the subject matter described herein;

Figure 3 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary virtualized Diameter network architecture according to an embodiment of the subject matter described herein;

Figure 4 is a network diagram illustrating an exemplary mobile social Diameter network architecture according to an embodiment of the subject matter described herein; and

Figure 5 is a flow chart illustrating exemplary steps for providing a thinking Diameter network architecture according to an embodiment of the subject matter described herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

It is desirable for networks to evolve into software-defined thinking networks. Like the human mind, these networks think at least partially for themselves. The networks process new information with information already known, morphing and gaining more intelligence as time, events, and content are added from a multitude of sources. Thinking networks self-organize, self-optimize, and self-determine responses to unprecedented and unpredictable events. They anticipate subscribers' behaviors and future preference patterns. Operators are able to understand to their subscribers' digital lifestyles, including where they work or travel, what devices they use, and what they like and dislike. Armed with that level of subscriber knowledge, operators are able to craft a highly personalized and relevant subscriber experience that matches each subscriber's need. Moreover, operators can apply the data to new services and content in real time. The foundation of thinking networks is the new Diameter network. The new Diameter network embodies the intelligence
and control assets to enable service providers to manage their businesses independently of the underlying network technology. This approach simplifies the network architecture by eliminating redundant control elements.

The extreme flexibility of thinking networks supports different streams for best effort Internet traffic, OTT subsidized data, machine to machine (M2M), and cloud services using policy directed SDN control and advanced network event reporting capabilities. Network control expands beyond bandwidth, applications, time, and speed. It includes signaling, computing resources, devices, and IP flows, allowing operators to monetize M2M quality of experience (QoE). At this stage, the network provides the flexibility and innovation that is essential to enabling new business models and services that are the hallmarks of digital lifestyle providers.

Methods, systems, and computer readable media for providing a thinking Diameter network architecture are provided. Figure 1 is a network diagram illustrating an exemplary thinking Diameter network architecture according to an embodiment of the subject matter described herein. Referring to Figure 1, the architecture of includes a network event listener 100 for receiving information about network events and for providing a real time or predictive view of the network conditions. The real time or predictive view may be a current or predictive report or other indication of the relative loading of Diameter network resources. Network event listener 100 may report events to a policy directed SDN controller 102. Network events may include radio access network (RAN) congestion, degradation and data session setup times, excessive invocation of policies by a policy server, an excessive number of failed Diameter endpoints, and requirements for special handling of high value data sessions by the policy server. Examples of sources of information for event listener 100 may include event records, analytics, and alarms from the policy server; message information; alarms from a Diameter signaling router; congestion feeds from radio access network (RAN) probes; and overload alarms from traffic detection function. Event listener 100 may generate reports and send the reports to an advanced analytics platform to provide rich segmentation and insight into customer and network behavior to inform the
policy directed SDN controller 102 and design and implement new service plans.

Policy directed SDN controller 102 receives the real time or predictive view of network conditions and issues SDN commands to route IP network flows to needed network elements and to instruct dynamically configurable network elements to instantiate Diameter resource instances. Policy directed SDN controller 102 may send SDN commands to a Diameter signaling transport network 104, a high value IP transport network 106, and a third party operations support system (OSS) or controller 108. The SDN commands sent to Diameter signaling transport network 104 may instruct Diameter signaling transport network 104 to instantiate additional Diameter signaling transport resources for processing network events based on the real-time view of the network obtained from event listener 100 or a predicted view of the network. Policy directed SDN controller may also send commands to Diameter signaling transport network 104 to deallocate network resources based on an actual or predicted view of network events. In yet another example, policy directed SDN controller 102 may send instructions to Diameter signaling network 104 to route traffic in a particular way based on current or predicted network conditions. For example, policy directed SDN controller 102 may provide SDN commands to Diameter signaling transport 104 to route traffic around congested network elements. Similar instructions may be sent to high value IP transport network 106 and third party OSS or controller 108. In high value IP transport network 106, the nodes that receive the SDN commands may be SDN compatible switches or routers.

Policy directed SDN controller 102 may receive reports or triggers from network event listener 100. Policy directed SDN controller may evaluate the network situation and make decisions based on this evaluation along with subscriber intelligence from a mobile social repository and business logic from the operator using a sophisticated, rule-based policy engine. Policy directed SDN controller 102 may direct the definition of new quality of service (QoS) rules based on IP flow conditions. Policy directed SDN controller 102 may also selectively manage high value IP flows that are associated with subscriber
sessions of interest using open flow or other standards. Some examples of flows that policy directed SDN controller 102 can direct include:

a subscriber’s IP flow towards a video optimization platform in order to optimize the subscriber’s viewing experience based on the subscriber’s device type;

a specific set of IP flows requiring deep packet inspection (DPI) services towards a DPI platform rather than requiring all IP flows to pass through the DPI improves the efficiency of the DPI since it no longer needs to process all IP traffic; and

IP flows in the Diameter signaling network to route traffic around congested areas of the network based on real-time conditions and signaling loads.

In the illustrated example, network event listener 100 receives information about network conditions from event reporters 110 and 112. Event reporters 110 detect events from new Diameter network 114, virtualized Diameter network, represented in Figure 1 as cloud 116, and mobile social network 118. Each of these networks will now be described in more detail.

Figure 2 is a block diagram illustrating new Diameter network 114 according to an embodiment of the subject matter described herein. Referring to Figure 2, Diameter network 114 includes a plurality of Diameter signaling routers 200 that route received Diameter signaling messages based on Diameter information. The network also includes policy and charging rules functions (PCRFs) 202 that provide policies that govern network utilization. Network 114 includes home subscriber servers (HSSs) 204 that store subscriber information. Network 114 further includes online and offline charging systems 210 that store information regarding subscriber data allocations. Mobility management entities 212 provide access network services for subscribers.

In the IP multimedia subsystem (IMS) network, call session control functions (CSCFs) 214 provide registration and other services for IMS capable terminals. IPX platform 216 provides subscriber roaming services. In the Internet, signaling gateway 218 and session border controller 220 provide data connectivity services for subscriber devices.
Any of the components illustrated in Figure 2 may report events to network event listener 100 illustrated in Figure 1. Similarly, policy directed SDN controller 102 may issue SDN commands to dynamically route traffic to or away from any of the network elements illustrated in Figure 1 based on received event information.

Also illustrated in Figure 2 are video optimization platform 222, optimization service node (OSN) platform 224, and deep packet inspection (DPI) node 226. Video optimization platform 222 provides video optimization services for video flows delivered to subscriber devices over the Internet 236 or other network. OSN 224 provides optimization services to subscriber devices. DPI node 226 monitors IP flows to and from subscriber devices and between Diameter network nodes.

In the access network, a base station controller 228 and a long term evolution (LTE) base station 230 provide access network services for subscriber devices 232. In the illustrated example, subscriber devices 232 include mobile handsets, laptops, and tablet computers. An analytics platform 234 analyzes subscriber and network information copied from Diameter signaling messages by DSRs 200. For example, each DSR 200 may have a message copy function that copies received Diameter signaling messages. The copied Diameter signaling messages may be provided to analytics platform 234. Analytics platform 234 may analyze the copied Diameter signaling messages to identify subscriber preferences, which may be used to deliver targeted content to subscribers.

Figure 3 is a block diagram of virtualized Diameter network 116 illustrated in Figure 1. Referring to Figure 3, rather than being statically provisioned based on peak network utilization, virtualized Diameter network 116 includes resource instances that may be instantiated on demand and where traffic is automatically routed to dynamically instantiated Diameter resource instances. The network architecture includes a hardware pool 300 on which Diameter resource instances, some of which may be dynamically instantiated, execute. In the illustrated example, the Diameter resource instances include policy and charging rules function (PCRF) resource instances 302, DSR resource instances 304, and subscriber profile repository (SPR)
resource instances 306. Hardware pool 300 may include computing platforms, such as server platforms or server blades capable of supporting one or more Diameter resource instances. Each server blade may include a microprocessor and associated memory.

Because hardware is not always standardized, and because it may be necessary to dynamically allocate new hardware using a standard interface, a cloud virtualizer 308 is provided. Cloud virtualizer 308 uses virtualization technology, such as virtual machine technology, to dynamically allocate or re-allocate hardware resources from hardware pool 300 and to instantiate needed DSR, PCRF, or SPR resource instances on that hardware. In one example, cloud virtualizer 308 may implement or interact with a virtualization middleware layer, such as a hypervisor to dynamically allocate and deallocate hardware for Diameter resource instances.

A cloud orchestrator 310 monitors network and hardware events and instructs virtualizer 308 to dynamically allocate needed hardware resources and to dynamically instantiated DSR, PCRF, and SPR resource instances. For example, if cloud orchestrator 310 determines that the load on a DSR at a particular location recedes and there is a surge in the need for PCRF resources, orchestrator 310 may re-allocate server blades from hardware pool 300 that are currently assigned to the DSR resource instances whose load has receded to additional PCRF instances. This can be done with stateful binding to maintain sessions and context for newly-instantiated resources.

In another example, if the load on PCRF resource instances recedes and the load on DSR resource instances increases, hardware may be reallocated from the PCRF resource instance whose load has receded to the DSR resource instances in need of additional processing power. In yet another example, hardware resources assigned to SPR resource instances whose load has receded may be reassigned to DSR resource instances whose load has increased. In yet another example, hardware assigned to DSR resource instances whose load has receded may be reassigned to SPR resource instances whose load has increased. In still another example, hardware assigned to PCRF resource instances whose load has receded may be reassigned to SPR resource instances whose load has increased.
example, hardware assigned to SPR resource instances whose load has receded may be assigned to PCRF resource instances whose load has increased. Any reallocation or reassignment of hardware among new or previously instantiated Diameter resource instances in response to network or hardware conditions is intended to be within the scope of the subject matter described herein.

Once Diameter resource instances are created and hardware is allocated to the Diameter resource instances, a cloud flow manager 312 dynamically routes traffic to the Diameter resource instances. For example, cloud flow manager 312 may use software-defined network technologies, such as OpenFlow, to dynamically manipulate traffic flows entering or leaving the network. In one exemplary scenario, when a network with one active DSR resource instance experiences a signaling traffic surge, additional server blades with DSR resources can be added to manage the traffic. Cloud orchestrator 310 instructs flow manager 312 to direct signaling flows to the newly-instantiated Diameter resource instances in the cloud. Flow manager 312 issues SDN commands, such as OpenFlow commands, to network routers to route messages to the newly-instantiated resources. The OpenFlow protocol is described in the OpenFlow Switch Specification, Version 1.1.0, February 28, 2011, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

Any of the components illustrated in the virtualized Diameter network 116 illustrated in Figure 3 may report network or hardware conditions to network event listener 100. Similarly, policy directed SDN controller 102 may issue commands to route traffic to any of the virtual Diameter resource instances illustrated in Figure 3 and to dynamically allocate resources from hardware pool 300 illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 4 is a block diagram of mobile social network architecture 118. Referring to Figure 4, mobile social network architecture 118 includes a traffic detection function 400 that detects events from LTE, Wi-Fi, and 3G traffic to and from mobile devices 402 and fixed network devices 404. A mobile policy gateway 406 implements policy on mobile devices such that policy is applied to packets to and from the mobile devices, rather than to and from the packet data network (PDN) gateway through which devices 402 and 404 access data.
networks. New Diameter network 114 contains the components illustrated in Figure 2 and the description thereof will not be repeated herein. An over the top (OTT) application manager 408 manages over the top services, such as application services, on mobile devices. A mobile social repository 410 stores events collected from devices 402 and 404 and from network components 406, 108, and 408.

Any of the components illustrated in Figure 4 may report events to network event listener 100. Similarly, policy directed SDN controller 102 may issue SDN commands to route traffic to or away from any of the devices illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 5 is a flow chart illustrating exemplary overall steps for providing a thinking Diameter network according to an embodiment of the subject matter described herein. Referring to Figure 5, in step 500, information is received about network events, and a real time or predictive view of network conditions is generated. For example, network event listener 100 may receive information about any of the events from any of the components described herein and generate a view of network conditions, such as congestion conditions. In one exemplary embodiment, network event listener 100 may predict future network events based on past network events. For example, if congestion occurs between the hours of 3 and 5 on one day, network event listener 100 may predict that congestion may occur at the same time on a follow day. In step 502, the real time or predictive view of network conditions is communicated to policy directed SDN controller 102. For example, network event listener 100 may communicate the real time or predictive view of network events to policy directed SDN controller 102. In step 504, commands are issued to route IP network queries to needed network elements and to construct dynamically configurable network elements to instantiate Diameter resource instances. For example, policy directed SDN controller 102 may issue SDN commands to route traffic to or away from newly instantiated or existing network elements and may instruct virtualized Diameter network 116 to instantiate new Diameter resource instances or reallocate hardware resources to handle network conditions.
The steps illustrated in Figure 5 may be continually repeated, such that the network functions as a control system with a feedback loop. Event listener 100 may continually monitor network events and update the real time or predictive view of the network, and policy directed SDN controller 102 may continually provide the SDN commands and/or resource allocation instructions in response to the real time or updated view of the network.

It will be understood that various details of the presently disclosed subject matter may be changed without departing from the scope of the presently disclosed subject matter. Furthermore, the foregoing description is for the purpose of illustration only, and not for the purpose of limitation.
CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A system for providing a thinking Diameter network architecture, the system comprising:
   5 a network event listener configured to receive information about network events and to generate a real time or predictive view of network conditions; and
   a policy directed software defined network (SDN) controller configured to, based on the real time or predictive view of network conditions, issue SDN commands to route Internet protocol (IP) network flows to needed network elements and to instruct dynamically configurable network elements instantiate Diameter resource instances or to allocate hardware among existing Diameter resource instances.

2. The system of claim 1 wherein the network event listener receives information about Diameter network events.

3. The system of claim 1 wherein the network event listener receives information about radio access network (RAN) congestion, degradation in session setup times, excessive invocation of policies by a policy server, excessive number of failed Diameter endpoints, or requirements for special handling of high-value data sessions by the policy server.

4. The system of claim 1 wherein the Diameter resource instances include Diameter signaling router (DSR) resource instances.

5. The system of claim 1 wherein the Diameter resource instances include policy and charging rules function (PCRF) resource instances.

6. The system of claim 1 wherein the virtual Diameter resource instances include subscriber profile repository (SPR) resource instances.

7. The system of claim 1 wherein the policy directed SDN controller is confined to send SDN commands to a virtualized Diameter network to dynamically allocate resources to needed Diameter network resource instances.

8. The system of claim 1 wherein the SDN commands include OpenFlow commands.
9. The system of claim 1 wherein the network event listener generates a predictive view of network conditions based on the information about network events wherein the policy directed SDN controller issues SDN commands based on the predictive view.

5 10. The system of claim 1 wherein the network event listener and the policy directed SDN controller function as a control system with a feedback loop to continually update the real time or predictive view of network conditions and the SDN commands and the instructions to the dynamically configurable network elements.

10 11. A method for providing a thinking Diameter network architecture, the method comprising:

   receiving information about network events and generating a real time view of network conditions;

   communicating the real time view of network conditions to a policy directed software defined network (SDN) controller; and

   issuing SDN commands to route IP network flows to needed network elements and to instruct dynamically configurable network elements to instantiate Diameter resource instances.

12. The method of claim 11 wherein the network events comprise Diameter network events.

13. The method of claim 11 wherein the information about network events comprises information about radio access network (RAN) congestion, degradation in session setup times, excessive invocation of policies by a policy server, excessive number of failed Diameter endpoints, or requirements for special handling of high-value data sessions by the policy server.

14. The method of claim 11 wherein the Diameter resource instances include Diameter signaling router (DSR) resource instances.

15. The method of claim 11 wherein the Diameter resource instances include policy and charging rules function (PCRF) resource instances.

16. The method of claim 11 wherein the Diameter resource instances include subscriber profile repository (SPR) resource instances.
17. The method of claim 11 wherein the SDN commands include OpenFlow commands.

18. The method of claim 11 comprising generating a predictive view of network conditions and issuing SDN commands based on the predictive view.

19. The method of claim 11 comprising continually updating the real time or predictive view of network conditions and the SDN commands and the instructions to the dynamically configurable network elements.

20. A non-transitory computer readable medium having stored thereon executable instructions that when executed by the processor of a computer control the computer to perform steps comprising:
   receiving information about network events and generating a real time view of network conditions;
   communicating the real time or predictive view of network conditions to a policy directed software defined network (SDN) controller; and
   issuing SDN commands to route IP network flows to needed network elements and to instruct dynamically configurable network elements to instantiate Diameter resource instances or to allocate hardware among existing Diameter resource instances.
500 RECEIVE INFORMATION ABOUT NETWORK EVENTS AND GENERATE REAL TIME OR PREDICTIVE VIEW OF NETWORK CONDITIONS

502 COMMUNICATE REAL TIME VIEW OF NETWORK EVENTS TO POLICY DIRECTED SDN CONTROLLER

504 ISSUE SDN COMMANDS TO ROUTE FLOWS TO OR AWAY FROM NETWORK ELEMENTS OR TO ALLOCATE OR REALLOCATE DIAMETER RESOURCES
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